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ABSTRACT: The paper deals with the construction of the Palazzo Mancini in Rome, an important, yet littleknown palace on the via del Corso, conceived in 1660 by Cardinal Jules Mazarin and eventually built in
c.1686-1690. From 1725 to 1804 it was the seat of the French Academy. The analysis concentrates on a period
starting from 1686, when the so-called “Casa Mancina”, a series of old houses that had previously been
incorporated into a single unit, was further extended with a new wing and gradually became a magnificent
palace. It shows how pre-existing structures were integrated into the new fabric, and what type of
foundations, walls, floors, and ceilings were used. The nature of important changes in the early aftermath of
construction up to the early 1700s is also investigated. Thanks to its well-documented history, this case study
provides important insights into Roman building materials, processes and techniques of the seventeenth
century.

INTRODUCTION
The Palazzo Mancini is composed of two wings at right angles to each other bordering an irregular site in the
“Rione II Trevi”. The oldest one, known as the “Casa Mancina”, dates from the fifteenth century and mainly
faces the so-called vicolo del Piombo – a narrow street anciently referred to as vicolo “dei Signori Mancini”,
considering the number of properties owned by that family in the area. It also has a front of three bays on the
prestigious via del Corso, the city’s main access from the north. The adjoining seventeenth-century wing,
referred to as “palazzo novo”, considerably extends the complex on the Corso (Fig.1).

Figure 1: 1695-1699 view of the façade of the new wing (left); plan of the ground floor of 1725 (right)
The project for an extension of the old Casa was first put forward in 1660 by Jules Mazarin, that illustrious
cardinal of Italian origins who had managed to become the prime minister of France. It was the core of an
ambitious programme to emphasise the renewed importance of the Mancinis as the Cardinal’s closest
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relatives. The architect was to be Carlo Rainaldi (1611-1691), one of the leading figures in seventeenth-century
Rome, whose works include the Palazzo Nuovo on the Campidoglio (from 1644), the Palazzo Pamphilj in piazza
Navona (1644-1650), both with his father Girolamo, and the masterpiece church of S. Maria in Campitelli
(1656-1665). Carlo Rainaldi produced two elaborate plans, of which only the description survives. Mazarin’s
original idea, however, would not be executed before the mid 1680s, when his nephew, Philippe Mancini, Duc
de Nevers, took the project in hand. In around 1686, three series of new projects were produced by Carlo
Fontana (1634-1714), Giovan Battista Contini (1641-1723), and Sebastiano Cipriani (c.1660-1738). Despite
Fontana’s leading position as Bernini’s associate, and Contini’s architectural seniority as a pupil of Bernini, it is
to the youngest and least known Cipriani, himself a pupil of Contini and, then, more of an able surveyor than
an architect, that we owe both the re-adaptation of Rainaldi’s original ideas and the building of the Palazzo
Mancini (Guerci 2006).
Design and Construction: 1686-1690
The two surviving designs by Sebastiano Cipriani, datable between 1686 and 1688, show the plan of the
ground floor and the elevation of the courtyard façade, the only known exemplar of its kind (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Design for the ground floor (left) and for the elevation of the courtyard facade (right)
Following current practice, the plan is devised with two colours, the darker one distinguishing the additions, the
other the pre-existing fabric. The new part of the palace, based on the double-pile model of “appartamenti
doppi”, develops around a central entrance of monumental scale composed of an atrium and vestibule; it
opens onto a T-shaped courtyard with an apse, thereby echoing the plan of a church. Flanked by shops,
each with the usual shopkeeper’s room above (the so-called mezzanine), and cellars below, the entrance
leads the way to a grand staircase with a rectangular well. On the top left margin of Cipriani’s plan is the
following annotation:
Ultima pianta stabilita doppo aver fatto li fondam[en]ti del p[ri]mo disegno … [missing part] … in
questa la casa dei SS.[igno]ri Beneficiati di S[ant]a M[ari]a in via Lata secondo il m… [missing part] …
al Ecc[ellentissi]mo sig.[no]r Duca di Nivers approvato.
The first reference here is to foundations built according to a “first design”, that is, an earlier version of the one
we are looking at, which is not known; the second points to a house acquired from the nearby church of S.
Maria in Via Lata, incorporated in Cipriani’s current plan; the third draws attention to the authority’s approval
of the latter plan, which links it to two building licences of 1688. The Duc de Nevers had bought the house on
10 June 1688 for 2 700 scudi, benefiting from Pope Gregory XIII’s act “Quae publice utilia” of 1574, which gave
precedence of acquisition to neighbouring proprietors. It was to increase the site for the construction of the
new wing, adding to the two adjoining houses on the via del Corso, already owned by the family, which
bordered the old “Casa Mancina”. As the duke’s architect and surveyor, Sebastiano Cipriani appraised the
house, providing us with interesting information as to the components, and their cost, of what was likely to be
a typical late-Medieval building, some parts of which were to be incorporated in the new fabric of the Palazzo
Mancini. From the foundations to the upper structure there were “walls of all sorts” valued at 19 “Giuli”
(currency introduced by Pope Giulio II Della Rovere in 1504) per “canna” (ancient linear measurement
equivalent to m 2.234); Glues, at 20 “Baiocchi”, that is 1/10 of a Giulio, per canna; ordinary brick floors at 10
Giuli per canna; chestnut wood ceilings of the “convent type” at 24 Giuli per canna; flat-tiles roofs at 30 Giuli
per canna; and earth extracted from the caves, valued at 30 Giuli per canna. As we shall see, the latter
element may have been used to hold vaults while in construction, as well as an expedient to subsequently
reinforce vaulted structures.
Before looking at how the three houses on the via del Corso were incorporated in the new wing, it is necessary
to assess the reliability of Cipriani’s plan by comparing it with the two building licences of 1688. The first one,
dated 26 June, was the so-called “concessione dei fili”, through which the governor of the street (“Mastro di
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Strada”) allowed the erection of a new façade after its “filo”, or base line, had been established. In the case
of the Palazzo Mancini, this base line had to be drawn from the pre-existing border of the old “Casa Mancina”,
indicated as “A” in a side sketch, to the opposite boundary of the site (Fig 3 left).

Figure 3: sketch for the base line of the new façade (left) and 1676 view of the old houses (right)
The second licence, dated 10 August and referred to as “ornamento et altro”, was concerned with the overall
ornamentation of the façade, such as the four freestanding columns either side of the entrance and the
recreation, “as before”, of the shops’ doors. Despite a general correspondence between Cipriani’s design
and the above documentary evidence, which confirms that in 1688 the new palace was under construction,
the two licences must refer to a slightly different stage than that of the plan at our disposal. In effect, the
documents attest the presence of six windows on the ground floor, instead of the two represented by Cipriani,
although he interestingly devised the entrances to the first two shops either side of the main entrance in such a
way that they could easily be turned into windows, or indeed interpreted as such in the first instance (see Fig. 2
left). Common to seventeenth-century practice, this degree of adaptability allowed a plan submitted for
approval to be readily adjusted to the authorities’ decision. It can, therefore, be assumed that Cipriani’s plan
of the ground-floor was approved on condition of a smaller number of shops, from eight to six, as also
transformed in due course to include a simpler and less expensive staircase. This can be seen in the first
available survey of the palace produced in 1725, when it became the seat of the French Academy in Rome
(see Fig. 1 right). The further divergence between the latter survey and Cipriani’s final design, that is the total
absence of shops on the street front, will be dealt with later. Instead, we shall now turn to the basement of the
Palazzo Mancini in order to understand what remains of the pre-existing houses incorporated in the new wing.
In spite of a large number of survey plans that regularly show the building from 1725, the first available survey
of the basement dates as late as 1775 (Fig. 4 left), whilst none of the other proposed designs by Carlo Fontana
and Giovan Battista Contini includes this level.

Figure 4: 1775 survey plan of the basement (left) and 1931 survey plan of the basement (right)
As one might expect, the basement rooms of the old wing mirrored the arrangement of the ground floor;
curiously, however, the majority of them was filled in with earth in 1775 and therefore inaccessible. By contrast,
the two parallel series of rooms below the new addition not only were all accessible, but also only partially
mirrored the upper structure. In the second available survey of the basement (Fig. 4 right), dated to 1931, the
situation appears conspicuously changed: the part of the new wing overlooking the courtyard is reduced to a
mere corridor; that along the Corso reveals substantial differences in the walls’ width; while the area at the
corner of the old palace, previously filled in, shows three narrow rooms corresponding to the shops in Cipriani’s
plan (see Fig. 2 left). Subsequent surveys of the basement in the 1950s and ‘60s reveal a general recreation of
the 1775 state, with a further reopening of the rooms in the old wing. This is documented in the building
accounts of 1958, where the re-opened rooms are referred to as “già interrati”, that is, previously filled in with
earth. An evaluation of the palace of 1779 included the “terra cavata dalle cantine”, literally, the “soil
removed from the cellars”, reminding us, as Cipriani’s estimation of 1688, that such expenditure was normally
accounted for amongst construction costs. The reason why the earth would sometimes remain in place
appears to be linked to its use as a natural support for vaulted structures of considerable weight, before or
after construction, in order to reduce the cost of carpentry. Such practice, for instance, is clearly regulated in
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the building instructions (the “Capitolato”) of the church S. Andrea dei Chierici Teatini (from the 1590s), later
known as S. Andrea della Valle, Rome, which state:
Le volte, che si faranno sopra la terra di p[almi] 17 di grossezza nella cima si misureranno in piano per muri
uno e mezzo con li suoi ripieni delli rinfianchi d’insieme. Le volte che si faranno sopra l’armatura, cioè quelle
delle cappelle di p[almi] 1 di grossezza nella cima et da farsi a qualsivoglia modo, et ordine che darà
l’architetto, si misureranno in piano per muri tre con suoi ripieni delli rinfianchi. (Bertoldi et al. 1983b, p. 120)
Given their highly lucrative function as part of the ground-floor shops of the Palazzo Mancini, the three
basement rooms in the corner of the old wing are unlikely to have been originally inaccessible. On the
contrary, the presence of modern consolidations there (Fig. 5 left), carried on in the 1960s after the removal of
earth, suggests that such material must have been brought back in at some point within or after the
seventeenth century for structural problems. This is hardly surprising, considering that the structure of these
cellars, covered by what became almost flat barrel vaults with irregularly-shaped lunettes resting on thick
walls, amply predates the additions of the 1680s.

Figure 5: Cellar below one of the old shops (left); detail of “muro di pietra” in the old basement (right)
This is evident from numerous traces in both vaults and walls, which reveal the presence of the so-called “muro
di pietra”, a wall-building technique which employed tufa and other sundry materials generally spolia, widely
used in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries (Fig. 5 right). In the case of the Palazzo Mancini, built on a site
already inhabited by the ancient Romans, the spolia included elements from all ages. Further evidence of the
“muro di pietra” is to be found in the other basement rooms facing the via del Corso, similarly covered by
barrel vaults resting on thick walls, some of which are heavily strengthened. Their arrangement suggests that
this part of the basement must also predate the new foundations referred to in Cipriani’s plan, for, as the
longitudinal section reveals, there is little correspondence between the structure of the cellars and that of the
ground floor (Fig. 6 left). This is particularly evident in the area below the main entrance, where the vaults of
the cellars are randomly consolidated with massive arches, in order to support the volume of the atrium (Fig. 6
right).

Figure 6: longitudinal section (left) and arches of consolidations below the main entrance (right)
Therefore, whilst some of the more regular-looking vaults and walls on the left-hand side of the basement
might have been adjusted to make the ground floor symmetrical, the series of cellars along the via del Corso,
and their foundations, belong to the three late-Medieval houses incorporated in the new wing of the Palazzo
Mancini. The 1676 plan of Rome by Giovan Battista Falda provides an idea of what these houses looked like,
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though a precise identification of each unit remains difficult (see Fig. 3 right). It is also unclear whether or not
the structure of the other part of the basement below the new wing and facing the courtyard, composed of a
series of cross-vaulted rooms, predates the seventeenth century. However, the insertion of the grand staircase,
certainly coeval with the new fabric, and the regularity of the longitudinal walls, may point to a single
intervention related to those new foundations indicated by Cipriani. Indeed, this part of the basement could
have been added to create the double-pile arrangement of the new wing, unlikely to have featured in the
old houses.
As far as the upper structure is concerned, none of the walls of the three houses would appear to have been
incorporated in the new fabric. Each of its walls, both internal and external, is in fact entirely made of brick,
with a total width from 60 to 80 cm, as opposed to the old part of the palace where the prevailing material is
tufa. Moreover, the examination of a number of samples throughout the addition, consisting of a portion of
wall a metre square (Fig. 7 left), has shown general consistency in the characteristics, excluding the presence
of pre-existing walls. Given the irregularity of the bricks, and the presence of ancient Roman elements (the socalled “mattoni bipedali”), part of the new walls must have been built out of the “disfattura”, or demolition, of
the previous houses, which, as Cipriani’s estimation attests, had brick floors and walls of all sorts.

Figure 7: Sample of wall (left) from one of the seventeenth-century rooms of the new wing (right)
It is therefore likely that the contract for the construction of these walls was, at least partially, of the kind known
as “sola manifattura e robba del padrone”, that is, it relied on materials belonging to the client and available
on site. The same must have been true for some of the ceilings, considering that in 1770, only eighty years after
the construction of the palace, the French Academy’s director Charles Natoire lamented the state and
quality of the wood employed, which appeared too old and liable to collapse.
On the kinds of ceilings in the new wing we read in another appraisal of the Palazzo Mancini, produced on 18
July 1780. The most elaborates, “a regolo colle fascie attorno alli muri”, that is, beamed and coffered (see Fig.
7 right), were either made of fir or chestnut, hard wood valued at 30 Giuli per canna; the “solari ordinari”, on
the other hand, were ordinary beamed ceilings valued at 16 Giuli. Apart from the basement, rooms with
structural vaults were limited to the ground floor of the palace, while vaults with purely aesthetic functions
were only to be found in the old part of the complex. These include the elaborate star vault of the corner
room in the ground floor (see Figs. 1 left, 10), to which we shall return, as well as barrel-vaulted ceilings on the
second floor (Fig. 8).

Figure 8: views of the structure of a suspended barrel-vaulted ceiling in an upper room in the old wing
Such vaults, hung to a wooden ceiling and generally made of stucco, were commonly used for they could
easily be adapted and applied to any room regardless of shape or level, and without increasing the weight.
The floors of the Palazzo Mancini were originally made of the same bricks as the walls, with a varying degree of
refinement according to the type of room. Again, it is from the two eighteenth-century evaluations of the
palace that we get the most information, since none of the original floors survives. The main rooms on the
piano nobile were likely to feature the “ammattonati arrotati e tagliati” valued at 25 Giuli per canna, that is,
an expensive floor made of finely-worked and polished bricks, cut in such a way as to produce elaborate
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patterns. The “ammattonato ordinario arrotato”, that is, an ordinary but smoothed brick floor valued at 16 Giuli
per canna, was used in the lesser rooms of the palace. The difference in price was mainly due to the simpler
base on which the ordinary floor was laid, made of lime plaster rather than one strengthen with crushed stone.
The service rooms had the “ammattonato rustico di pianelle o mattoni”, a very simple type of brick floor
without the smoothing, or “arrotatura”, valued at 9 Giuli per canna. As for the main entrance, the floor was
made out of “Cortellate di mattoni”, literally, bricks positioned like knifes, that is, vertically, so that their
resistance was maximised. These floors, generally used for outdoor areas, were valued at 20 Giuli per canna.
The courtyard and stables, on the other hand, were paved with “bastardoni”, a variety of red porphyry
already used by the ancient Romans. Amongst the floors introduced in later times, it is worth noting that the
Palazzo Mancini was perhaps the first one in Rome to feature parquet, brought in 1728 by the then French
Academy’s director Nicolas Wleughels. He remarked: “M. de Cotte nous a envoyé du parquet, ouvrage que
les Italiens n’avoient jamais vu; notre menuisier est très capable, en a d’abord conçu l’utilité et en a fort loué
l’invention” (Guerci 2004, p. 70). As for the main façade of the palace overlooking the via del Corso, the
materials used for its decorations are either travertine or stucco. The four free-standing Doric columns that
characterize the main entrance, as well as any other projecting elements such as brackets and balconies,
window cornices and pediments, are, like the main staircase, made of travertine. Such components as the
three simplified orders of pilasters that divide the elevation into three sections, or the base of the building, are
only faced with it. All other decorative elements like the human heads inside the windows’ pediments, the
putti in the cornice, as well as the fine rustication which covers the entire façade, are in stucco (see Fig. 9
right).
Later modifications up to the early 1700s
We have established that the plan of the ground floor by Sebastiano Cipriani represents one of the very last
stages of the design process for the new wing of the Palazzo Mancini. In accordance with the two building
licences of 1688, the final version must have featured six shops, three on each of the lateral sections, and a
total of six windows on the ground floor. However, the first available view and surveys the of the palace, dated
to the interval 1695-1699 in the case of the elevation, and to 1725, as we have seen, for the interiors, do not
reveal the presence of any commercial space (see Fig. 1). Instead, there are windows all along the Corso,
corresponding to a series of vaulted rooms with no traces of mezzanine floors and all part of the private
interiors. In particular, the three shops at the corner of the old wing, registered in Cipriani’s plan and
documented by the licences, appear as a single room covered by that elaborate star vault with an
octagonal plan previously referred to (see Fig. 10). The analysis of the external walls through a series of
photographs has none the less revealed the presence of an architrave related to the entrance door of a shop
on the left-hand side of the Corso façade, confirming the evidence provided thus far (Fig 9 left).

Figure 9: survey of the façade showing the shop’s architrave (left) and detail of the wall (right)
The new complex of the Palazzo Mancini, that is old and new wings combined into a single residence, is first
registered in 1690 in the records (Stati delle Anime) of the church S. Maria in Via Lata. From 1695 to 1719 the
palace was rented to Cardinal Niccolo Acciaioli, who had a household of twenty-four people. With all
likelihood, it was he who removed all the shops from the ground floor, creating, at the same time, the
elaborate corner room as the new venue for the celebrated “Umoristi” Academy, which had been meeting in
the old palace since 1600 (Fig. 10). Once again, the architect involved appears to have been Sebastiano
Cipriani, not only because in 1719 he was still in the service of the Mancinis as in charge of the palace, but also
because the new room reveals considerable similarities with the chapel of S. Joseph in S. Maria in Campitelli,
one of Cipriani’s authenticated works of 1705 (Guerci 2004, pp. 66-67). Interestingly, as we pointed out, that
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church had been designed by Carlo Rainaldi, whose original plans for the Palazzo Mancini were to be
readapted by the younger Cipriani.

Figure 10: study of the star vault of c.1741 (right) and view of it (left)
CONCLUSIONS
The construction of the new wing of the Palazzo Mancini, which extended and transformed the old “Casa
Mancina” into a complex of palatial scale, is the result of different stages started in around 1686, when, as the
church’s records testify, all Mancinis’ houses were vacated. The building was hastily completed for, by 1690, it
was inhabited again. Such relative speed, fairly common to Roman fabrics of the time, amounted to the
necessity of capitalising from the investment by letting the palace out; likewise, the temporary instalment of
shops was an equally common instrument to finance the fabric. As well as a source of income, the Palazzo
Mancini had been conceived as a manifesto of the Mancinis’ improved position, prompted by the
connection with Mazarin. Hence, what was a relatively simple interior, never to be inhabited by the family who
had moved to France, was to be faced with a magnificent façade with a monumental entrance, two very
public features connected to Rainaldi’s original designs of 1660. Such adaptation between public and private
was well performed by the young Sebastiano Cipriani, whose services as an architect-surveyor fitted well with
the client’s desires. This is why the first representation of the new façade, published in 1699 by Alessandro
Specchi but probably etched in 1695, does not include shops, for it shows what the palace was eventually
supposed to be like (Fig. 1 left). Of the three houses incorporated in the new wing, the foundations and
basements were kept and strengthened, while the materials resulting from their demolition were reemployed
for some of the ceilings and upper walls. Such characteristics, including the earth used as a natural support for
big vaults, together with the building procedures analysed here, epitomize seventeenth-century construction
processes and techniques in Rome.
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